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?????????????? the diffence of liberty????????











????????????????? the source of control or 
interference?????????????? 12?
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reason??????????? ?higher nature? ????? ?real? ?????
? ?ideal? ?????? ?autonomous? ????? ?at its best? ?????
?????????????????????????? irrational 
impulse??????????? uncontrolled desires???????????
my ?lower? nature??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? the pursuit of immediate 
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the exercising of control over one?s life?????????????
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?????????????????????????????




























































???? having the opportunity to be free??????????








































































































?????????????? a background understanding??
????????????????????? One?s religious 
belief?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?? the believer?????????? a moral being?????
????? define????? 40?
????????????? purposive beings???????????











































????? irrational fear????? spite???????????????




first-order desires???????????????????? desires 







our emotional life???????????????? import-
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